
Sai Viswanath Pursues Second MBA at ISB to
Master Business Strategy

NEW DELHI, NEW DELHI, INDIA, May 30, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Sai Viswanath, a seasoned

professional with diverse tech and entrepreneurial experience, is embarking on a unique journey

to pursue a second MBA at ISB, focusing on mastering business strategy.

After a successful career spanning various roles in the tech industry and entrepreneurship, Sai is

now setting his sights on furthering his education to deepen his understanding of business

strategy. His decision to pursue a second MBA at ISB PGP reflects his commitment to continuous

learning and professional growth.

Throughout his career, Sai has demonstrated a passion for innovation and strategic thinking,

making him well-suited to excel in ISB’s rigorous MBA program throughout the ISB application

process and the ISB interview. His diverse background brings a unique perspective to the

classroom, enriching the learning experience for himself and his peers.

Sai's pursuit of a second MBA at ISB underscores the importance of lifelong learning and the

value of advanced education in today's competitive business landscape. His journey serves as an

inspiration to professionals seeking to enhance their skills and knowledge to stay ahead in their

respective fields.

About GOALisB:

GOALisB is a team of leading ISB admission consultants. With a focus on assisting MBA aspirants

achieve their career goals through prestigious MBA programs, GOALisB strives to provide

personalised MBA admission consulting for top tier business schools globally.
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